2022 2nd Semester Newsletter

Celebrating the newest member of the Intervention Family due in September

It is time for us all to take a collective sigh of relief that we have made it to the end of the year!
This year has stretched and challenged our team like never before. We anticipated that the
mental health needs would be greater returning to in person learning, but could not have
anticipated to what degree. Our school came into this year with less mental health resources
than ever before and an increase in demand. We could not have survived this year without the
help of our amazing team of interns who had to fill in the gaps in services and did so flawlessly!
These amazing women have been instrumental members of our intervention family and we wish
them well on their next endeavors. Ms. Malhi taught another class through BCC; counseling 207
for college readiness to prepare our seniors transitioning to community college and continues to
co lead the Green Dot program as we all continue to support the efforts to address sexual
harassment. Jessie stepped in as a sub for Ms. Quiroz, and filled in as the academic counselor
for Hive 7 and Nashwa managed the grant initiative we received to address attendance. We
hope the summer is restful, rejuvenating, and safe for everyone and want to wish our
colleagues who are not returning well on their next adventures.
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DATA
In years past, we have used retention as a goal for our program. With the lasting impact of the
pandemic, there are so many outside factors that are not within our control. While we continue
to monitor this data point, it no longer makes sense to use this to measure success this year.
We had a lot of students transfer throughout the second semester to Independent Studies and
BTech so we ended this semester with 253 focal students enrolled at Berkeley High. We
continue to serve non-focal students and have amassed a non-focal student caseload of 218
students bringing the total number of students served to over 471 students! We are tracking
the following data for our students.
★ Direct Contacts: In person sessions that are more than 15 minutes (COVID protocols)
★ In Direct Contacts: Texts, sessions that last less than 15 minutes, phone calls,
classroom observations, class support or Zoom meetings with students
★ Parent Contacts: Phone calls, texts, virtual or in person meetings with families.

By the numbers:
The intervention counselors provided services to over 471 students with the following
breakdowns:
○ Each focal student received an average of 19 contacts.
○ Parent contacts for focal students: 470 contacts
○ 218 non focal students received 909 direct contacts.
○ Direct Contacts for Focal Students: 1358 Contacts
○ Indirect Contacts for Focal Students: 3549 contacts
○ Total Number of Contacts for Focal Students: 4907 contacts
○ Total Number of services for the focal and non-focal: 6286 contacts

Highlights this year
We were able to offer a field trip to 61% of our students this year, as well as taking SPED and
students from ISP and BTech with us on those trips. Prior to the pandemic, we were focusing
on A-G eligibility for focal students and are happy to report that 62% of senior focal students
were eligible! In looking at the breakdown for seniors: 48% are enrolled at a four year university
next year and 40% are enrolled at Berkeley City College. This means that 88% of our focal
seniors are pursuing a higher education! We are so incredibly proud of their hard work!
The Focal intervention counseling program was created to facilitate the middle to high school
transition. We recognize that over the four years, we want to help facilitate other transitions as
well based on the feedback we have gotten from former students.Students have expressed
needing support in junior year to connect with the College counselors earlier to avoid
procrastinating the college application process and feel less overwhelmed during their senior
year. We also know that students transitioning to community college also benefit from a warm
hand off. We addressed both these transitions this year.
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In January, Ms. Navarro and Ms. Hammond collaborated with us to host our juniors for a college
workshop to allow them to get a head start and schedule their individual meetings early. The
students in attendance expressed feeling a lot less stressed about the process and have plans
for the summer about how to proceed.

To address the transition to community college, we ensured that our students who planned to
attend community college were enrolled in the transition class that Jadeep and Dwayne
Byndloss both teach through Berkeley city college. We also invited all the students to attend the
Student Success Day that BCC hosted in May to hear from student panels and be welcomed to
the community by their staff. Several of the students on the panel were former focal and
Berkeley High students who shared their advice and experiences to incoming BCC students.
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F.O.C.U.S-Fun filled Opportunities Career exploration
Unconditional Support
This year we applied for a Leading for Equity Grant to help address attendance issues. We
created a 3 tiered system to both reward an improvement and sustain positive attendance for
focal students. The first tier targeted our students who needed to improve their attendance or
had a SART(student attendance review team meeting) during the first semester. Historically 1st
and 4th period classes experience the highest incidence of truancy, so we targeted perfect
attendance to those classes for a week at a time. The goal was to incentivise students to
continue attending and create the habit of being in class. We also were rewarding students who
had perfect weekly attendance, monthly attendance, or those who would attend after school
tutoring to make up for previous absences. We built in ways for students to earn field trips
through attendance improvement.
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The program was a success. We had 75 focal students who had a SART meeting during the
first semester. We monitored their first and fourth period attendance, since we know historically
those periods have the worst attendance. 49% of the students had perfect 1st and 4th period
attendance during the weeks we monitored, and were given gift cards to celebrate the
improvement! Of the 37 students who received a gift card, 21 received more than one
showing the incentives resulted in continued improvement. We brought back our STARS
program in which we also monitored weekly attendance for all of our focal students. If a student
had perfect weekly attendance (no tardies, or absences), we provided them lunch. We were
very lucky to have community partnerships with Calaveras and Homeroom in Oakland who
offered us discounts which enabled us to treat our students to a variety of lunch rewards. We
had 103 STARS lunch recipients this second semester. 7 of the STARS recipients had a
SART in the first semester and went on to having perfect weekly attendance. Our hope is
to share some of the successes our team had with the new Dean of Attendance to build upon
the work next year.
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A big part of the grant was the field trips. We were able to offer our students four field trips. Due
to the limitations on indoor field trips early in the semester, we were not able to do site visits to
career path partners like year’s past, but hope to resume them next year. We did a field trip to
Sacramento State University, Sonoma State University, Safari West, and a whale watching trip
out of Pier 39. We felt it was important to tour universities with a more diverse student body so
that our students could see themselves on campus. We also had former focal students at each
site available to talk about their experience and rode to college. While both nature field trips had
an educational element in marine biology, environmental science, and/or conservation work, we
felt it was important to do these to further the healing for our students who have experienced
immense trauma. Many of the highlights of these trips was seeing our students enjoy being kids.
The smiles on their faces were contagious and the driving force that kept our team going
despite the challenges this year brought.
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Sonoma State University
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Sacramento State University
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Whale Watching from Pier 39
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Safari West
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Thank you Team!

We have to take this moment to shout out our amazing counseling and social work interns who
were our saving grace this year! They provided so many students with the support they needed
and stepped in to help cover the increased number of drop-ins we received and helped
immensely as we had to support the entire school campus after the tragic death of a senior.
They stepped in to provide school wide resources, organized efforts for school wide response,
and took on placements at the middle school to help transition our incoming 8th graders. They
are truly our unsung heroes in helping our students and us maintain our sanity! Tiffany, Heather,
Zaineb, and Jenny we are forever grateful and hope we can lure you back to Berkeley High
when you graduate and enter the field!

Until Next Year
We continue to love our jobs and are committed to working together to find creative solutions to
the challenges of providing intervention support. As always we strive to do better and more
every year. Next year we are committed to building on the successes we had this year while
also being prepared for Jasdeep’s maternity leave and the impact it will have on our capacity
next year. We welcome your collaboration, partnership, and any feedback or questions! As we
go into summer, we want to leave you with some Fun Fridays photos. Every Friday our team
picked a theme as a way to keep our morale up and continue to foster a sense of community
with our students. Follow us on Instagram and you may see this continue through the summer.
Rest, relax, and restore this summer and we will see you in August.
Thank you for all you do,

Jasdeep,Jessie and Nashwa
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Holiday Wear

Gray tops/black bottoms

Solidarity with AA students

Staff shirts

Counselor Sweaters

Follow our crazy antics on Instagram
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